
Full range of sizes available to process from 1
to 20 tons per hour. SERVODAY horizontal
grinder systems deliver superior processing
performance while minimizing maintenance &
horsepower requirements.

The horizontal feed design allows for easy
handling of long and bulky piece size material.
Wood & Biomass material is loaded on the
infeed conveyor to SERVODAY's
revolutionary powered feel roll which provides
a metered, controlled feed to the grinder.
Automatic load sensing maximizes thru-put
and improves the handling of surge conditions.
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Servoday Group Presents

DRUM CHIPPERDRUM CHIPPER
SERVODAY horizontal feed Rotary Drum
Chipper Shredder offer comprhensive solution
for your Chipping, Grinding, shredding and
Processing needs.
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Heavy-duty base with motor mount for single orHeavy-duty base with motor mount for single or
dual drive motor(s).dual drive motor(s).
Options: Motor starter control package, DischargeOptions: Motor starter control package, Discharge
conveyor with magnetic head drum.conveyor with magnetic head drum.
Inspection ports and rear access doors allowInspection ports and rear access doors allow
access to upper and lower housing.access to upper and lower housing.
Automation System with PLC and HMI.Automation System with PLC and HMI.

Optional infeed control unit (current limiter)Optional infeed control unit (current limiter)
automatically senses load to the grinder and helpsautomatically senses load to the grinder and helps
maximize production rates.maximize production rates.
Infeed conveyor transports material to the poweredInfeed conveyor transports material to the powered
infeed mechanism. Conveyor options includeinfeed mechanism. Conveyor options include
vibrating, belt, and chain. Vibrating conveyors canvibrating, belt, and chain. Vibrating conveyors can
be provided with metal detection, fines screening,be provided with metal detection, fines screening,
and removable infeed transition. Belt conveyorsand removable infeed transition. Belt conveyors
include a ‘speed-up’ roll for extended wear life.include a ‘speed-up’ roll for extended wear life.
Large grinding systems use our multi-strand chainLarge grinding systems use our multi-strand chain
conveyor for direct loading of batch loads andconveyor for direct loading of batch loads and
reversing capabilities.reversing capabilities.  
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SERVODAY ROTARY DRUMSERVODAY ROTARY DRUM  


